My name is LEGO® EXPLORE

Some of you may know me by the name LEGO® DUPLO, but that’s changed now. My friends say that I provide hours and hours of fun and that I’m one of the best ways for your children to discover the world through play.

Thanks to my building bricks, characters and vehicles, I enable children to experience endless possibilities and come up with their own creations.

I have a fun and versatile range of products that makes it easy for you to find exactly the right toy for your children’s different ages and needs. But all the toys have one thing in common: they are fun to play with and will provide hours and hours of enjoyment whilst helping your children empower themselves to get the most out of life.
You’ll win the race every time with this hot Ferrari F1 car and driver. Comes with a winner's podium and trophy!

4693 Ferrari F1 Race Car
From 2 years.

Re-fuel in the pit lane, make repairs, win the race and transport the racing car home on its truck and trailer. This set has everything you need for a thrilling day of Formula 1 racing.

4694 Ferrari F1 Racing Team
From 2 years.
Every day is a new day in LEGO® Ville

As the sun rises over the mountain and casts its first rays on sleepy LEGO® Ville, the children are already at work, building and rebuilding their community. LEGO Ville never stops changing. Every day is a new day – with new experiences and exciting new problems to solve. And when the sun sets the children head off to bed to dream of what new adventures await them tomorrow.


Can you help the little girl feed and water her horse on the way into LEGO Ville? 4683 Pony and Cart From 2 years.

Can you help the LEGO Ville fork lift driver pick-up and transport the pallets of goods? 4685 Fork Lift From 2 years.
Help the traffic policeman ensure the people of LEGO Ville drive carefully on the roads.
4680 Traffic Patrol
From 2 years.

The LEGO Ville Fire Chief is in a hurry – he needs to get to the fire!
4692 Firemobile
From 2 years.

The LEGO Ville fire department is the greatest, and with your help the team will be able to solve any problem – quickly!
4681 Fire Truck
From 2 years.
The LITTLE ROBOTS™ find themselves abandoned on a junk heap, but work together to build houses, gadgets and even the sky from the materials they find around them.
Join Tiny and friends to build the LITTLE ROBOTS™ world around the Nut and Bolt Tree. Help Stretchy drive his trailer to pick up junk or just run around with Messy! When all the LITTLE ROBOTS have gone home, you can help Tiny up the tree and tuck him into bed.

7441 Tiny’s & Friends
From 3 years.

Push the elevator button on Tiny’s cart and watch him pop through the flip-top lid. You can even build a tower with these DUPLO compatible LITTLE ROBOTS carts, or collect all four and build a train.

7442 Tiny’s Lift Cart
From 3 years.

New January

7443 Stretchy’s Junk Cart
From 3 years.

7444 Sporty’s Gym Cart
From 3 years.

7445 Stripy’s Flower Cart
From 3 years.
WHAT'S IN YOUR POD?

LEGO® X-Pod is a completely new way to get your imagination on the move. The cool, pocket-sized pods packed with LEGO bricks allow you to build anytime, anywhere.

Use your creativity and challenge the imagination of your friends with your cool models anywhere and whenever you want to. Be smart and use the pod as a part of your cool models. If you have several LEGO X-Pods you can combine them into larger and cooler models and outsmart your friends.

4349 Creatures From 6 years.

4348 Planes From 6 years.

4347 Vehicles From 6 years.

4346 Robots From 6 years.

NEW April

Combine your LEGO X-Pods to make even more amazing models.
IF YOU CAN IMAGINE IT.
YOU CAN BUILD IT

LEGO® Creator provides everything your child needs, whatever they want to make - bringing their ideas and their imaginations to life.

NEW January

Wheels galore in this set so you can build all sorts of cool, fun vehicles. You’re in charge – what will you build first?!
4407 Transportation
From 4 years.

www.LEGO.com/create

Idea book
Every set has an idea book with instructions and inspiration for Quick Build, Experienced Build and Advanced Build models.

20 creations

Windows, doors, roof tiles – in fact everything you need to construct loads of buildings. A copy of your own house, your favourite shop – anything. Just start building!
4406 Buildings
From 4 years.

20 creations

A set packed with many basic bricks that allow you to create something new every time!
4410 Build and Create
From 4 years.

Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously

20 creations

Build anything from a monkey to an elephant, thanks to the many different types of bricks in this set. You could even be the keeper in your own zoo!
4408 Animals
From 4 years.
CLIKITS™ is the new fashion system that allows you to create stylish accessories for you and for your room—and then change them whenever and however you want. New for this spring are trendy bangles, “gel” flowers, hearts and stars plus new cool neon colours and stripy shapes. Create your own jewellery and keep it in the new jewellery case, which you can also decorate in your very own style.

Visit www.clikits.com for more fun

NEW March

7514 Sweet Dreamy Jewels From 6 years.

7510 Jelly Glam Bag From 6 years.

7511 Jelly Sunshine Bag From 6 years.

7512 Jelly Star Bag From 6 years.
All CLIKITS elements can be “clicked” together in countless different ways, so that you can mix and match as much as you like — and with your friends too!

Change your mind — change your design!

Look for CLIKITS in the Art and Crafts or Girls aisle in your favourite toy store.
Grow As You Build

When small hands play with these robust toys, the young minds that build them grow. All children enjoy the wonderful experience of creating something – and learning about themselves and what the world has in store for them.

Children can build what they see on the box, or make up their own ideas and bring them to life. The products are designed especially for the 4 to 6 age group – but their play value will last for many years, and the fun will never stop!

ALL NEW April

Don’t let the smugglers get away! Turn on the real motor and this police boat will battle its way through the waves in the bath – even the small dingy floats. Be the captain, use the map so you don’t get lost at sea, and catch the smugglers.

4669 Turbo-charged Police Boat
From 4 Years

Calling all kids! Calling all kids! Build this police car right away and catch thieves and other villains as fast as you can!

4666 Speedy Police Car
From 4 Years
No job is too difficult for this team! Move the crane into position, put down the legs and wind down the load. Thanks to its caterpillar treads, the construction truck can carry the load anywhere you want.

4668 Outrigger Construction Crane
From 4 Years

This digger can carry anything! Both shovels move just like they do on a real digger. The cockpit can be removed and the figure turned around or taken out. Check out the metallized exhaust pipe!

4667 Loadin’ Digger
From 4 Years
World City Times

Now you can build and control the fastest-moving, liveliest City ever!

You're in charge! But the bad guys are out to loot the World City! Use your Police force to hunt them down, have your Fire Rescue units fight the havoc the villains leave behind, and send the Coast Watch out to help the innocent citizens, caught in the middle....

NEW January
7044 Rescue Chopper
From 7 years.

NEW January
7046 Fire Command Craft
From 7 years.

NEW January
7045 Hovercraft Hideout
From 7 years.
NEW January

7047 Coast Watch HQ
From 8 years.

NEW January

7042 Dune Patrol
From 6 years.

NEW January

7043 Firefighter
From 6 years.
Have you got what it takes to race one – or perhaps even two...?

The new range of cars from LEGO® Racers will push your racing skills to the limit. Build one of the cars and it feels like you have the real thing in your hands. Each car has its own unique design and is powered by a powerful, pull-back motor. The only question is whether you are into daring, high-speed racing or want to test your off-road racing skills.

Or how about combining both challenges by combining two racers and seeing if you have the skills to control an awesome two-engine monster truck!

This off-roader is a real winner – if you can control its wheelie power. And check out that cool exhaust system! Want more action? Then combine with 8383 to create a twin-engined monster!

8385 Exo Stealth
From 7 years.

An awesome pull-back motor powers this monster truck with its big front grill, aerodynamic cockpit, and wheelie capabilities. Combine with 8385 for six-wheeled, twin-engined action!

8383 Nitro Terminator
From 7 years.
Wanted: hotshot driver for hotshot racer! Adjustable wings and rear spoilers are needed to keep this car under control. Combine with 8382 for more wheel-spinning thrills and twin-engined action.

8381 Exo Raider
From 7 years.

Powerful pull-back motor and amazing streamline design characterize this high-speed racer. But do you have the nerve to race it? Combine with 8381 to create a mighty, twin-engined power racer!

8382 Hot Buster
From 7 years.

Press the wheelie bar down and launch this jungle jumper. Designed with tail wings to help you keep control! Combine with 8380 to create a wild, twin-engined racer!

8384 Jungle Crasher
From 7 years.

A big dragster engine and two rocket boosters fire up this wild racer. And only real daredevils will combine it with 8384 and race the result: a twin-engined, high-speed beast!

8380 Red Maniac
From 7 years.
Join the best Formula 1 team in the world!

You are hereby invited into the legendary world of Ferrari Formula 1 racing. Be the Ferrari top engineer and build the cool Formula 1 racer or feel the adrenaline pumping during a 6.9 second pit stop.

Here's your chance to become a true champion and celebrate victory on the podium with your teammates Michael Schumacher and Rubens Barrichello. So jump into the racing seat, rev up the V 10 engine, and burn some rubber!

8362
Ferrari F1 Racer 1:24
From 7 years.

8359
M. Schumacher & R. Barrichello
From 7 years.
8386
Ferrari F1 Racer 1:10
From 9 years.

8375
Ferrari F1 Pit Set
From 7 years.
THE QUEST STARTS HERE!

Find the shield. Save the kingdom!

Knights' Kingdom revolves around the first ever LEGO® System based action figures. You'll have great fun playing "First Knight" and taking the leading role in this classic tale of Good vs. Evil.

Knights' Kingdom has all the ingredients a really good adventure needs: strong, skilful heroes, a cunning villain, and a dangerous quest. All the figures have unique personalities, so you have lots of roles to choose between! The figures have some really cool functions and the element of good classic medieval competition is fun every time!

- **Danju**: The wisest, most experienced knight. He will use his wisdom to guide the knights on their quest. Shield emblem — the wolf. 
  - 8770 Danju From 6 years.

- **Jayko**: The rookie knight. The youngest and fastest of the knights. Jayko must defeat Vladek to save the kingdom. Shield emblem — the hawk. 
  - 8771 Jayko From 6 years.

- **Rascus**: The joker knight. Agile and unpredictable, he's the joker in the pack. Shield emblem — the monkey. 
  - 8772 Rascus From 6 years.

- **Santis**: The strongest knight. He will use his great strength to protect the other knights. Shield emblem — the bear. 
  - 8773 Santis From 6 years.

- **Vladek**: The Evil Knight. He has overthrown the king and now wants to rule all of Morcia! Shield emblem — the scorpion. 
  - 8774 Vladek From 6 years.

ALL NEW January

Swinging sword arm
Moveable visor

www.LEGO.com/KNIGHTS
Knights' Kingdom

Find the shield. Save the kingdom.
And the web keeps spinning...

Get ready for another 3 NEW “Spider-Man 2” products, where you can meet Spider-Man™ and Doc Ock™ in action filled encounters.
4856 Doc Ock's Hideout
From 6 years.

4853 Spider-Man's Street Chase
From 6 years.
The Whole Collection You Must Have

Size matters not - but numbers important are. Eight models in two collections there are. Your creative force you must use and assemble the pieces. Then you can truly say: I am a LEGO® Star Wars™ Jedi™!

Hold the power of the Force in the palm of your hand! With LEGO Star Wars MINI models you can build amazingly detailed smaller versions of the original Star Wars vehicles.

The Star Destroyer is the most powerful starship of the Imperial Fleet and its firepower is only exceeded by the Death Star itself! A great addition to your MINI model collection! 4492 MINI Star Destroyer™ From 7 years.

The wings on this transport ship can really go up and down as, you maneuver it in for a landing! A great addition to your MINI model collection! 4494 MINI Imperial Shuttle™ From 7 years.

The Sith Infiltrator is Darth Maul's feared spacecraft that transports him swiftly anywhere in the galaxy. A great addition to your MINI model collection! 4493 MINI Sith Infiltrator™ From 7 years.

The All Terrain Tactical Enforcer has come to do battle! 4495 MINI AT-TE™ From 7 years.

© 2004 Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reserved. Used under authorization.
Jump on board this fast snowspeeder and race over the icy surface of Hoth! Are you good enough to trip up the awesome AT-AT with your harpoon and tow cable? Combine this set with #4483 AT-AT and #4504 Millennium Falcon to recreate the Battle of Hoth. Set contains Luke Skywalker and Dack Ralter.

4500 Rebel Snowspeeder™ From 7 years.

Build the bustling Mos Eisley Cantina where people and creatures alike are always coming and going. There you will find Greedo the bounty hunter as he meets up with Han Solo to collect a debt owed to Jabba the Hutt! Luke Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi arrive in Luke’s landspeeder hoping to find a pilot to take them away in search of the princess and an adventure of a lifetime. But first they will have to outsmart the Sandtrooper on Dewback patrol. Good thing Luke’s lightsaber is hidden away in a secret compartment! Combine this set with #4477 and #4480 to construct your own Tatooine environment. Set contains Luke Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Greedo and a Sandtrooper.

4501 Mos Eisley Cantina™ From 7 years.

Luke leaves Hoth in his X-wing Fighter in search of the planet Dagobah and the great Jedi Master Yoda. Build and fly this revised and more accurate X-wing fighter, but look out for the swamp! It may take a visit to Yoda’s hut to learn the powers of the force for you to help Luke and R2-D2 to raise the X-wing. Set contains Luke Skywalker, R2-D2 and Yoda.

4502 X-wing Fighter™ From 8 years.
Mysteries of Metru Nui

In Metru Nui, the City of Legends, six new Toa face the ultimate challenge. A monstrous plant, the Morbuzak, threatens to wreck the city and only six power disks can stop it. But the only Matoran islanders who know where the missing disks can be found have disappeared as well! Now the Toa must find the Matoran and the disks before Metru Nui is lost. But a shadowy power behind the scenes will do anything to stop the Toa ... and one of the Matoran plans to betray the city and all who live there.
**TOA VATAMA**
Toa Metru of fire, Vakama is courageous, instinctive and sees visions of the future. He wears the Great Mask of Invisibility and carries a Kanoka disk launcher.
8601 Toa Vakama
From 7 years.

**TOA NOKAMA**
Toa Metru of water, Nokama is agile, confident and always first to start getting the job done. She wears the Great Mask of Translation and carries two hydro blades.
8602 Toa Nokama
From 7 years.

**TOA WHENUA**
Toa Metru of earth, Whenua is strong, honest, fair and has a deep respect for the history of Metru Nui. He wears the Great Mask of Night Vision and carries a pair of powerful earthshock drills.
8603 Toa Whenua
From 7 years.

8607 Nuhrii
From 7 years.

8608 Vhisola
From 7 years.

8609 Tehutti
From 7 years.
TOA ONEWA
Toa Metru of stone, Onewa is fast, self-reliant and always alert. He wears the Great Mask of Mind Control and carries proto pitons, which can double as hammers or grappling hooks.
8604 Toa Onewa
From 7 years.

TOA MATAU
Toa Metru of air, Matau is bold, mischievous and fond of wisecracks. He wears the Great Mask of Illusion and carries twin aero slicers that double as rotors to carry him into the sky.
8605 Toa Matau
From 7 years.

TOA NUJU
Toa Metru of ice, Nuju is smart, efficient and always thinking two steps ahead of the others. He wears the Great Mask of Telekinesis and carries a pair of crystal axes for climbing.
8606 Toa Nuju
From 7 years.

8610 Ahkmou
From 7 years.

8611 Orkham
From 7 years.

8612 Ehrye
From 7 years.
Introducing the all-new LEGO® Harry Potter™ assortment available from May 2004 ...

(...if you can't see it, you are probably a Muggle!)
Jungle Coaster
NEW FOR 2004

A 42-foot drop, abrupt twists and wild 180° degree turns while riders experience extreme acceleration, breaking and maneuverability.

The new Jungle Coaster ride at LEGOLAND® Windsor is the fastest ride in the Park, topping speeds of 26mph while zipping along 1,300 feet of steel track. It also has a higher drop than any other attraction in the Park, towering nearly five stories above the ground.

2004 Opening Dates
20th March - 31st October
Information and booking numbers
08705 040404
For more information visit
www.legoland.co.uk

LEGO, the LEGO logo and LEGOLAND are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2004 The LEGO Group.